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What do you do?

Are you an arborist?
Design professional?
Landscape architect?

Landscape maintenance?



Our clients trust us to do 
what is best for their trees.

Our community trees benefit 
when we are competent 

professionals.



Our primary objective 
should be the 

maintenance of tree
& landscape health.



Why should it matter?



What we do has lasting 
impact on trees, 

and on our landscape 
environment.



Why does pruning matter?

Structural Pruning: 
Done early in trees life, helps develop a 
mechanically strong form 

May eliminate need to cut big branches later, 
reducing number of large wounds.

Can reduce future maintenance, adding years to 
a city tree’s useful life.



Close up of large 
flus cut.

This cut has done 
irreparable 
damage to the 
tree…

Structural pruning 
early in this tree’s 
life might have 
avoided this! 



Why did it happen?



Professionalism in Tree Care



Current Industry  Standards 
A300 part 1 pruning



Current Industry BMP’s



Are Urban Trees “Natural”?

No – we grow these 

trees in one place, 
then move them into a 
landscape setting.

We grow them as a 
product to sell.



Are Urban Trees “Natural”?

Structural weaknesses 
like co-dominant stems 
may have started in the 
nursery. 

Just as this tree begins 
to  provide benefits, it 
may split in two down 
the included bark seam.

Tree loses, we all lose.



“Nursery” Form

Trees are grown to be 
what the customer will 
buy…

The customer may not 
understand how trees 
grow…

Structural problems in a 
young tree leads to 
structural problems later, 
they won’t just go away.

Trees need our help.



Trees are highly specialized

Conceptualized 
model of a tree and 
how it grows by Dr. 
Alex Shigo



Trees are highly 
compartmentalized

Trees respond to wounds 
by establishing boundaries 
these limit the injuries to 
the tissues present when 
the injury occurs. 
Dr. Alex Shigo



Parts....

Learn basic 
tree biology 
what the parts 
are and what 
they do



Branch collar…

how a branch is attached, Dr. Alex Shigo



Principles of Structural
Pruning                          

Pruning done early in tree’s life is 
most effective

Selection of desired leaders and 
branches

Smaller wounds easier for tree to 
manage



Guiding tree growth to develop                            
strong structure

Developing and implementing a plan 
early in the tree’s life has the most 
opportunity for success.

Smaller wounds are less damaging for 
the tree.

Carefully select the desired leaders and 
branches for the future.



Guiding Growth                           
Towards Strong Structure

Species differ in the form they develop

Excurrent vs. Decurrent Growth

Excurrent trees usually grow with a 
single leader, narrow and upright.

Decurrent trees usually grow with 
larger scaffolding branches, a 
rounded form.



Steps in Structural Pruning

Develop or maintain a dominant leader

Suppress or remove branches with bark inclusions

Keep all branches less than one-half the trunk 
diameter

Identify the lowest branch in the permanent canopy

Space main branches in the permanent canopy along 
a dominant trunk

Prevent temporary branches below the permanent 
canopy from growing upright or becoming too large, 
reduce or remove as necessary



Dominant Leader

Select the strongest, most central 
leader if possible, based on it’s 
position in the tree.  
If more than one they will 
continue to grow at same rate.
Chose one early, subordinate or 
remove competitors.

(Excurrent trees easier to develop one single dominant leader).



Selecting Dominant Leader

Images: Dr. Ed Gilman, UF



Types of  pruning cuts

Removal cut….removes the entire 

branch at point of origin.

Reduction cut….shortens the branch to 

a lateral that is at least 1/3 the diameter of the 
branch being pruned

Heading cut….shortens branch to a 

point between laterals, or a lateral that is 
smaller than 1/3 the diameter of the branch



Pruning cuts….



Codominant stems



Codominant trunks Splitting Due to 
Poor Structure

This problem can be 
avoided, if it is 
corrected early life of 
the tree.

Time and money spent 
up front has huge 
payoff in terms of 
urban tree longevity 
and risk reduction.

So what are we waiting 
for?



Excurrent vs. Decurrent



Lowest Permanent Branch

Leave low temporary 
branches to help build 
trunk taper

Consider site use –
how high does first 
branch need to be

Always select for 
strong attachment





Lowest Permanent Branch

• Decide early what 
that lowest height is;

• Prune early to limit 
size of wound made;

• Consider site use and 
tree placement in 
making that 
determination!



Manage Temporary Branches

Low temporary 
branches help build 
taper, but…

don’t let them get too 
large

don’t let them grow up 
into the permanent 
canopy, affecting that 
structure.



Spacing Main Branches 

Select for strong 
attachment 

Select for 
separation between 
scaffolds

Select for radial 
arrangement on 
trunk

Low aspect ratio is 
better.



The aspect ratio is the ratio  of 
branch diameter to trunk diameter

The aspect ratio

Should be around 
50% or less! 

The scaffolds 
should be no 
more than half 
the diameter of 
the parent trunk.



Suppress Branches With Bark 
Inclusions

Bark inclusions 
found on narrow-
tight crotches

No fiber-to-fiber 
connection where 
the included bark is

Weak attachment



Bark Inclusions

Often associated 
with co-dominant 
stems

On young tree, 
reduction pruning 
may change it?

Does whole limb 
need removal?



Root Pruning

Root architecture is very 
important

The best chance to 
improve structure is at 
planting time!

Before pruning the tree 
always examine the root 
collar.

What can be done?



Pruning Cycles

This is the time between pruning 
events for a given tree

Many factors can affect the cycle:
Tree condition/quality/form/age 

Personnel available

Tree species

Client’s budget

Develop and follow a cycle that works 
for your situation.



Pruning Cycles
Ideal cycle begins at planting….

Year 2 or 3

Year 5 or 6

Year 8 to 10

Year 13 to 15

Year 15+ as needed to maintain the trees

What are the consequences of larger 
intervals?



Pruning Dose

How much live tissue is taken out at a pruning 
event?

Heavier dose on young fast growing trees.

Tied to pruning cycle: longer cycle = bigger 
dose.

Taking out too much is dangerous to tree 
health.

Green = photosynthesis

Every wound is an injury…..pruning has a 
dwarfing effect.



Current Industry ANSI Safety 
standard….Z133



Current Industry Standards

There are now 
14 parts to the 
A300 
standards and 
accompanying 
BMP guides.



Current Industry BMP’s



Great Resources Exist!



Great Resources Exist!



Great Resources Exist!



Knowing When to Say “No”

Few trees have perfect 
form, but…

Some trees have really 
bad form.

A judgment call needs 
to be made, when is 
the structure beyond 
repair?

What do you do in that 
case?



Why should it matter?



Pruning demonstration


